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We thank Drs Rua-Figueroa and Erausquin for their interest
in our manuscript and their insightful comment regarding our
definition of remission in Figure 1 of the 2019 update of the
European League Against Rheumatism recommendations for
the management of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE).1 2
The authors claim that the definition of remission in Figure 1
(SLEDAI 0, only on hydroxychloroquine) is too stringent, as
it may guide physicians towards intensification of therapy in
patients with sole serological activity. Instead, they recommend
total SLEDAI to be substituted by a ‘clinical SLEDAI’=0.
We agree with the authors—and there is general agreement—
that the presence of serological activity per se is not an indication
for treatment modifications in SLE,3 despite the fact that these
patients may be at increased risk for subsequent flare.4 While
a universally accepted definition of remission is still pending,
the figure attempted to illustrate the ideal target of treatment
in a disease as complex as SLE. In this regard, complete remission (clinical and serological) off-therapy constitutes the optimal
target, as it minimises the risk for flare in any given patient.
Nevertheless, we acknowledge that this condition represents a
far-fetched goal for many patients in routine clinical practice.
As the authors point out, several observational studies have
shown comparable rates of damage accrual between remission
and a low disease activity state.5 6 For this reason, a state of low
disease activity is currently considered an acceptable alternative
target, and this has been included in the figure. A serologically
active, clinically quiescent patient on stable low-
dose glucocorticoid therapy with or without immunosuppressants would
usually fit into this definition, and thus, therapy intensification
would not be advocated by the recommendations. This said,
we believe that defining ‘remission as “clinical” SLEDAI-2K=0
and, perhaps, a dose of prednisone no more than 5 mg/day for
patients with/without stable immunosuppressants and antimalarials’ is probably a lenient definition and may not correspond to
a true remission, rather to a low disease activity state (especially
if immunosuppressants are needed to maintain it). In any case,
both conditions are currently considered acceptable treatment
targets for patients with lupus.
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